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Companion Cards for the Evolving Soul 

12. Lighthouse 

 

Attribute: The card of guidance 

 

General Meaning: Guidance, counselling, support, shed light on the 

subject, illuminating the truth 

 

Soul Goal: To follow the beacon that you will become. 

 

 

 

Designed in the mid-1700s, the Lighthouse is a prominent and familiar seaside structure that stands 

tall and strong. It’s built to withstand exposure to the elements over countless years while remaining 

completely unscathed. The beam of the Lighthouse provides guidance to the seafarers by illuminating 

their surrounds and warning them of potential danger. The seafarers look to the Lighthouse as a 

beacon of hope and a symbol of safety and security. 

The Candle in the deck only illuminates a small snippet of information and reveals the potential for 

expansion, whereas the Lighthouse illuminates the whole truth and the full picture. 

People who have been through the process of identifying their inherited programming, facing and then 

overcoming them, generally develop Lighthouse qualities. They act as a beacon for others who are 

on a path of renewal and liberation and can offer assistance to the truth-seekers due to understand 

the challenges they are in the process of overcoming. This is the process of turning past pain into 

current and future purpose. 

Advice 

The Lighthouse never doubts its ability to shine and neither should you. Don’t ever allow your own 

thoughts or the opinions of others to dim your vibrant light. Lighthouses endure a lifetime of weather 

and waves crashing against them, but they continue to hold their ground. This may be reflective of 

your endurance of past negative experiences. Fearlessly stand tall and strong in your integrity and 

shine your light at 1000 watts, regardless of who it intimidates. Just be yourself and in doing so you 

will attract the right people to you.  

To assist others to evolve, speak your truth and share your story with those who are seeking 

direction, but also seek out guidance for yourself when you need to. It’s important to remember that 

the beacon sometimes needs its own beacon and there’s nothing wrong with accepting support for 

yourself. Even the light bulb in the Lighthouse needs changing every now and then! 

 


